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The single scalar electron production process e+e- + e’ + photino + scalar electron (scalar electron - eT + photino), 

with the detection of e+ as well as e-, provides a clean method to detect scalar electrons when their masses are not lighter 

than the beam energy. We made a complete calculation of the process and evaluated the production cross sections. 

There is now much interest in supersymmetric 
theories [ 1 ] . In such theories, to each spin l/2 lep- 
tons R, two charged spin 0 leptons are associated, 
which we denote by sp and t,, while to each gauge 
particle there exists corresponding spinors, e.g., the 
photino as a supersymmetric partner of the photon. 
Since no se nor t, with the same mass as that of elec- 
tron are observed in nature, the symmetry must be 
apparently broken and is not manifest at low energies, 
which is at our disposal. It is clearly important to 
develop a detailed phenomenology in order to test 
such theories *’ . 

In this paper, we consider a clean method of hunt- 
ing for scalar electrons in e+e- annihilation. When 
the beam energy is high enough, the scalar electrons 
can be pair-produced in e+e- annihilation [3]. If the 
mass of the scalar electron is larger than the beam 
energy, as it has been shown to be the case by the 
PETRA experiments [4], they will be produced sin- 

gly in association with the photino,?, the supersym- 

metric partner of the photon. This possibility, 

’ Present address: Department of Physics, City college of 

New York, New York, USA. 
*’ For recent investigations, see ref. [2]. 

e+e- + e’?t’ e, ergs:, is studied in ref. [5], in which 
the Weizsgcker-Williams approximation is used to in- 
tegrate over the unobserved final e* . In this case, 
however, there is a problem of large backgrounds, 
such as coming from e+e- + e+e-y, from e+e- 
+ 7+7-y and from two-photon processes, which must 
be carefully distinguished from the scalar electron 
production processes. 

We propose to study the process e+e- + e*ytI, 
e’y’sl, with simultaneous detection of et. This kind 
of coincidence experiment has, in general, a small 
cross section but it eliminates almost all possible back- 
grounds and becomes a very clean experiment for 
scalar electrons. The events produce a single e* with 
large transverse momentum and a single scalar elec- 
tron, with missing photino. The produced scalar elec- 
tron decays promptly into an eF and a photino, and 
the final states become e+e- plus missing energy *‘. 

*2 We assume that the photino does not decay inside the de- 
tector. If the gravitino, c, is lighter than the photino, the 
dominant decay mode of the photino is expected to be 

7 --t $. The decay width of this mode is extremely mod- 
el dependent but is expected to be small when c is light. 
We assume that it is the case and that the photino pro- 

duced in the process escapes detection. 
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The lagrangian responsible to the reaction is [6], 

d: = ifle[(qLse t $Rte)y t h.c.1, (1) 

where y is a Majorana spinor representing the pho- 
tino. In the following we neglect the photino mass 

as well as the electron mass. 
There are eight Feynman diagrams for the process 

e+e- + e+yt;, which are shown in fig. 1. When the 
mass of the scalar electron is lighter than the beam 
energy, scalar electron pair-production takes place 
and diagrams (4) and (5) are the dominant diagrams. 
While in case the mass is heavier than the beam ener- 
gy, if the final e+ is not observed and the integral 
over the e+ variables is performed in the entire ki- 
nematically allowed region, the one-photon exchange 
diagrams (1) and (2) dominate over the other dia- 
grams. For this reason, only these two diagrams are 
considered in ref. [5]. In the present case, however, 
we want to detect the ei in the final state. This spe- 
cially means that we must exclude the very forward 
direction from the integral over the e+ variables, since 
due to experimental conditions, one cannot detect 
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for e+e- + eyt;. 

the final e+ which is scattered in the very forward 
direction. Then the contribution from the other dia- 
grams is not negligible. We have to take all these dia- 
grams into consideration, although we can expect 
that, depending on the beam energy or the kinemat- 
ical region we are interested in, some of the diagrams 

are suppressed. 
Note that in diagrams (7) and (8), the photino 

propagator does not conserve fermion number, char- 
acteristic to Majorana particles. In addition to the 
photino, the goldstino, the goldstone fermion also 
couples to leptons and the corresponding scalar lep- 
tons with a similar lagrangian as (1). However, when 
gravity is introudced in the theory, the goldstino is 
eaten by the generalized Higgs mechanism and the 
gravitino E acquires a mass [7] . For this reason we 
do not consider the goldstino contribution in dia- 
grams (5) and (6). 

The corresponding matrix elements for each dia- 
gram are expressed as follows. (The momenta of the 
particles are labeled in fig. 1) 

7?0 = e2gF071hp4p2)lq-2 

x [W3>f<l + Yg) (G# + !$-l V'u@,>l > 

CRC21 = e2g[Wlhpu@2)lC2 

x {W3)$(1 +Yg) 

x IOk4 - 4M@4 - 412 - ~pu(kl)h 

7Zc3) = -e2g[ij@I)3;u(k1)] $E;i, 

x [Wg)N + Yg) ($3 + at4>r1rp~@2)1~ 

7?Zc4) = e2g[$p,)y, u(k,)] 1 Ep2 
4 beam 

x {wg);U + Yg) 

X {@2 + k3 - k4)pl[(P2 tk3)2 -m~eII~o), 

q(s) =g3 [x@(Pl - $41-l ;<1 +Y$Nql 

x Kk3 v,)” - mfel -l [W,Ml + Y$J(P2N 2 

m'6'=-g3[~(pl)(~4+$2)-1~(1 +Y$dP2N 
(2) 

x Kk3 - q2 - m,2J -‘w:,);(l + Y+(Q)1 2 
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x [(PI - k3j2 - n2fel -l W&(1 + Y5Mk3)13 

m’8’=g3Eu@2)T;(1 +rS)[-~~(plz+t4)-llu(k,)} 

x KPl - k,)” - mfel -l Dx?q;(1 + Y5Mk3)1> 

(2 cont’d) 

where g = JZe. 
The matrix elements for the process efe- --z e’ys’“, 

are obtained from the above expression by replacing 
yS with -yS and interchanging m, and m,,. 

There are four independent varhbles, for which 
we take E’ (scattered ef energy), o (t, energy), Be 
(e+ scattering angle) and B (t, scattering angle). In 
terms of these variables the differential cross section 
is expressed as 

do(e+e- + e’Ttt,)/dE’ dw d cos Be d cos 0 

kE’ 
z’ IC!_ 371 q2 

spm z-1 
= 

16Etea,,(2d4 (4Ef2k2sin20,sin2B - q2)l/* ’ 
(3) 

where 

q=4Eb_(Eb_-El-u)tm: +2E’w 
e 

- 2E’kcosB case, 

and 

k = (w2 - mfe)“‘. 

The explicit calculation of the right-hand side is 
straightforward but tedious, the details of which will 
be given in a separate paper [8] . However, a couple 
of comments are in order. When Eb, > mt , scalar 
electron pair production takes place and the %a- 
grams (4) and (5) give rise to a divergence. We avoid 
this by introducing a total width to the scalar elec- 
tron propagator with Ftot = F(t, + ey) = cwnt /2. 

The differential cross section for the processee+e- 
+ e’ys, is obtained from eq. (3) by interchanging 

m, andm, . In the following we assume that the 
twg scalar e f ectrons se and t, have the same masses: 
m =mt f m, which is the case when their interac- 
t&s withe the photino preserve parity [9]. 

The result of the differential cross section da/ 

-1 0 cos (3. 1 

Fig. 2. The differential cross section do(e+e-+ ey’s;, eTt;)/ 

d cos8, at Ebeam = 20 GeV for several values of scalar elec- 

tron mass. 

d cos Be at Eb_ = 20 ‘GeV is shown in fig. 2 for the 
various values of the scalar electron mass. A sharp 
peak at cos Be = 1 is seen, which comes from the dia- 
grams (1) and (2). The total cross section at Eb_ 
= 20 GeV versus m, the scalar electron mass, is plot- 
ted in fig. 3 for ]cos Be] < 0.8 and without a cut on 
cos Be. The graph shows that if, for example, m = 
22 GeV, the cross section for single scalar electron 
production is about 0.04 pb for Ebeam = 20 GeV and 
the scalar electron will be easily detected at PETRA 
experiments. For example, with the integrated lumi- 
nosity of 50 pb-l , two events of scalar electron pro- 
duction are expected at the PETRA experiments. 

For comparison, we included in fig. 3, the curve 
for the pair production of scalar electrons [3], 

o(e+e- + tzt; ; s,‘s,) = (57~1~/3~/6E;~,) 

x (1 t~p2td84+~[(5+2p2+gl)/p*] 

x (0-l log [(l + PM1 - P)l - 2 - 3 P2] 1, (4) 
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Fig. 3. The integrated cross section a(e+e-+ e*ysz, e’ytz) 
as a function of the scalar electron mass m = mt = ms at 
E beam = 20 GeV. The dashed line represents theepair $roduc- 

tion cross section given in eq. (4). 

where f12 = 1 - m2/E2 beam. Since scalar electron pair 

production [diagrams (4) and (5) in fig. l] dominates 

in the region m < Eb_ , our curve coincides with the 

pair production curve when the former is divided by 
a factor 2. The factor 2 comes from the fact that in 
the pair production where both tz and te are on- 
shell, two cross sections o(e’e- -+ tzt;;tz -+ e’% 
and o(e’e- + tit; ; te + e-3 originate from the 
same diagrams (4) and (5) and therefore there is a 
double counting in this region. The cross section 
a(e+e- -+ e+e- + missing energy), as is observed in 
actual experiments for the hunting of scalar electrons, 
is then given by a(e+e- + tit;, sis;) for m 2 Eb_ 
and by u(e’e- + e*Ttz, e*qsz) for m 2 E,, *3. 

In the region m > Ebeam , our curve without cut 
for costI, coincides with the curve calculated in ref. 

*3 The explicit calculation of cr(e+e-+ e+e- + 77) with one 

of or both of ti(si) and t;(s;) on-shell will be presented 
in ref. [8]. 

[5] using the WeizsIcker-Williams approximation. 
In this paper we assumed the masses of the two 

scalar electrons t, and se are the same. When the su- 
persymmetry is spontaneously broken by the so-called 
F-term [lo], it is expected [ll] mseSmte. In this 
case, one searches fort, in the process e+e- + e*ytl. 
Under the approximation of neglecting the electron 

mass, only the very massive se is exchanged in the 
propagators of the diagrams (7) and (8) of fig. 1, 
which makes the contribution from these diagrams 
very small, and the cross section in fig. 3 turns out to 

be enhanced by about 40% compared with the t, 
production in the D-term symmetry breaking model. 

Since the curve for pair production is,very steaply 

falling near the threshold, it would be more practical 
to increase the beam energy in order to search for 
scalar electrons. When the energy is fixed and the 
mass of scalar electrons is higher than the beam ener- 
gy, as it seems to be the case in the present PETRA 
experiments, then the process e+e- + e’?tz (sz) in- 
vestigated in this paper, is one of the best and the 
cleanest processes to detect scalar electrons. Our 
estimate of the cross section indicates the necessity 
of high luminosity, which we expect to be achieved 
in PETRA experiments *4. 

We would like to acknowledge T.F. Walsh for com- 
ments and discussions. M.K. thanks R. Baier for use- 
ful discussions. T.K. and S.Y. are grateful to Professor 
M. Koshiba for support. Those who were at DESY 
are indebted to the DESY directorate for their kind 
hospitality. 

*4 After completing the paper, the paper by Salati and 

Wallet (ref. [12]) came to our attention. They discuss 

the heavy gaugino (2 20 CeV) production in the process 

e’e-+ e + gaugino + scalar electron at LEP energy, in 

contrast to our case where the photino is light (5 1 GeV). 
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